Getting Familiar with CloniZER

Starting to Work With CloniZER(Introduction)
Dear user, we would like to thank you for choosing CloniZER, and briefly introduce CloniZER ease of use.

By reading this manual and following the guidelines with concentration, you will be familiar with all the functions of CloniZER applications in 2 hours. To perform this task please follow the instructions carefully and when familiar with each  function, on, you can mark the checkbox of ” Don’t Show This Help again” to prevent showing this help in the next usage of that fuction. You can still call back the “help” window if you forget how to use it

In case you are familiar working with computers, use the ‘help’ window untill you get acquainted with the different functions of CloniZER.

CloniZER “help” application has been specifically designed to facilitate the use this digital “Work and Leisure” station for all type of users.

CloniZER Setup
First you have to attach the flat end 1 of the monitor cable behind the monitor and its curved end 2 to CloniZER case and tighten the screws. 

Attach the power cable to the back of CloniZER 3 then connect its plug to the power socket.

Attach the TV antenna as displayed in picture 4.

Turning On CloniZER
Press the Power key 1 to turn on CloniZER

After turning on CloniZER, you should wait between 30 to 60 seconds for CloniZER to start up. 2


Placing the battery in the Clone Pad (keyboard)
Take out the cover of battery slot and place the batteries as displayed in picture 3 into the Clone Pad.
Size of the batteries should be of AAA type of high quality for longer life.
Then place the cover in its place and fasten gently.

Recognizing the Clone Pad by CloniZER
Insert the provided needle as displayed in picture 4 into the first hole (from left) of CloniZER case till the blue light turns on.
Then insert the needle into the back center hole of the Clone pad as displayed in picture 5. Wait a few moments till the blue light on CloniZER starts blinkinging and then turns off.
* Performing this action is necessary in the first setup of CloniZER or whenever changing the batteries

Entering the Office Environment
At this point, the office entrance appears, you have then to whirl the trackball 1 with your right hand thumb and move the pointer on the door 3 and press the left key displayed in the picture with your left thumb (this action is called Clicking)

Introducing the Help Windows
The “help” windows displays in all sections of CloniZER application and help you to perform your tasks more easily. By entering each section or by clicking on any button, its relevant help window will be appeared and you can view all the functions of that section (page) before performing any action.
To view the upper and lower parts, you have to click (press the left key locating on the clone pad) on the Scroll bar then move it upward 4 or downward 5.
If you don’t need the displayed help window in any specific section, mark the checkbox of “Don’t Show this help again” to prevent displaying that help in next usage of that section 6. 
To close the help window, click on the Close button 7.

Work and Leisure Office Environment
By entering the work and leisure office environment, whirl the trackball locating on the Clone Pad, move the pointer to your desired object in the office environment then click (press the left key on the Clone Pad) on any of the devices to enter that activity of the office environment.
For example by clicking on TV, you can watch your desired TV programs.

Watching TV*
Click on the TV image 1 in the office environment. 

While the TV channels 2 are displayed whirl the trackball, move the pointer to your desired channel. By pressing the left key locating on the Clone Pad (clicking), select your desired channel.
Now your selected TV channel will be displayed.
* Note that other activities are also displayed which will be explained later

General and Specific Buttons
In each page two types of buttons exist: General and Specific
The general row of buttons 3 exist in all the activities pages and their function are the same. 
The specific row of buttons 4 will be used for specific functions of each tool and are located in the second row of buttons.
In the above example, you have access to several other activities such as Internet tv, newspaper, etc. 

By moving the pointer on any button, their color will be changed and you can click on your desired button to use its function.

Related Buttons to TV
To increase, decrease or mute the volume of TV, you can click on the specific buttons 5 of that section.
By pressing Finished, button 6, you can exit this section.
*To use the other devices such as: Radio, Newspaper, etc, select the related button from the general buttons exactly like what you did for watching TV.

Notepad
Click on the Notepad image 1 in the office. 

When entering the notepad section, you can type your desired text in plane paper 2 by using Clone Pad. For sending the typed text by email, fax, etc to different people, press the Send button to enter the Setup Message section.

You can use the Enter key to move from one line to the next line. 3

Space key is the largest key locating in the lower part of the Clone Pad, which will be used for separating words from each other or putting space between words. 4

Back Space key acts as an eraser to delete letters, words and text. 5

Other buttons for setting up your message such as: spell checking, print; read, etc… 6 are displayed in the specific row of buttons.
After finishing typing operation, click on the Finished button to exit this section.

Sending Message by Email
First attach one end of the telephone cable to CloniZER as displayed in picture 1 then the other end to the telephone socket of your room/office. 
You will enter the setup message section either by pressing the Send button or by clicking on the setup message image 2 in the office.

Select your desired method of sending message 3 in the Setup Message section. For example email. If you chose Email, either type the email address of your desired recipient in the displayed field 4 or select your desired recipient from the address book 5 and choose the contact’s destination address 6 of the chosen recipient.

To type the recipient’s address, first you have to move the pointer by whirling the trackball then press the left key located on the Clone Pad (Click) to activate the white rectangle field, then type the address.

If you wish to type @ symbol in the email address, press the shift key and while holding it click on number 2 key simultaneously.

To exit this section and start typing the email content, click on the Finished button 7.
When text editor page opens, you can type the subject of the letter 8 in the displayed section.

To perform this task, you have to first move the pointer to your desired section by whirling the trackball then press the left key locating on the Clone pad to activate this section. Type your desired text in the plane paper 9. By clicking on the Finished button 10, your letter will be sent to the out Tray.

You have now entered the office environment, enter the out Tray 11 on the tableby clicking on it, select you desired message, then click on the Send button 12.


Making A Phone Call
To make a phone call, click on the Telephone device 1 in the office environment.

Dial your desired number by using the quick dialer 2 or select the desired recipient from the address book 3 then click on the Call button 4.

By clicking on the Finished button 5, you will exit this section.

To end the conversation, click on Disconnect 6 button.







 





